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Follow this step-by-step guide and you will
end up with an axe-tastic picture of Ozzy,
lead guitarist with the Monsters of Rock!
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2. Draw another circle, roughly
the same size, next to your
first one. It should look like
an ‘8’ that’s fallen over!

3. Add curved lines just above
and just below your shape.
You should now have what looks
like an eye with two pupils.

4. Add two small circles inside
the fallen-over ‘8’, as shown.

5. Next, add two even smaller
circles inside your small circles.
Colour them in.

6. Now add two diagonal lines, slightly
thicker than the lines you have drawn
so far. Et voilà, you have two eyes
and some slightly frowny eyebrows.

7. Draw two triangles popping
up from the lower curve.
These are Ozzy’s teeth.

8. Add two more triangles on top
of his head as shown. These are
his horns and they should be
slightly curved.

9. Draw in some thin horizontal
lines on the horns to give them
a bit of texture.
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1. Start with a small circle in
the middle of your piece of paper,
but stop just short of joining it up.

10. Next, draw in two
antennae thingies. They’re basically
tall sticks with a ball on top.

11. Now for an arm. Ozzy is
covered in fur, so make you line
zig-zaggy as shown to make him
look nice and cuddly.

12. Now for the best bit:
his guitar! Start off with this shape.
I think it looks a bit like a fish.

14. Next, add a long, thin rectangle
as shown. This is the arm/fretboard
of the guitar.

15. Add a tapering rectangular
shape to the end, and lots of lines
along the arm of the guitar that
get gradually further apart.

16. Add some detail to the end.
I’ve added six twisty knobs,
a triangle and six circles.

17. Let’s give Ozzy a body shall we.
Add a zig-zaggy rectangle that
goes behind the guitar as shown.

18. Ozzy loves to rock, so let’s
draw in his other arm raised to salute
the crowd. Remember to make it look
furry just like his other arm.

19. We’re nearly finished now.
Give him two thin legs by drawing
two thin rectangles coming down
from his body.

20. GIve him three toes on each
foot. Now it’s time to find
something to colour with...

21. You can colour in Ozzy using
any colours you like. The more
colourful the better, I reckon.
Now he’s ready to ROCK!
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13. Add some detail to the body
of the guitar. Some small round knobs,
a few rectangles and a leaf shape.
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Follow this step-by-step guide and you will
end up with an amazing picture of Viv, lead
singer with the Monsters of Rock!

2. Next, add four lines going
straight up out of the top
of the circle, as shown.

3. Draw two smaller circles
on the top of each stalk.

5. Now to add some detail to
the eyes. Start by drawing a line straight
across the middle of each one, then add two
semi-circular pupils and six lashes.

6. For the legs, start by drawing
a vertical line down from
the centre of her body.

4. Times to add Viv’s famous
lips. They are made up of a
horizontal line and four semi-circles,
two on the top, one on the bottom.
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1. Let’s start by drawing a circle
right in the middle of our
piece of paper.
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7. Next, add a nobbly shape on
either side. Then add a downwards arrow
shape a centimetre or so from the end.

8. Now for my favourite bit.
Add in a lovely pair of furry feet.

9. Time for Viv’s trademark
hand-on-the-hip stance. Start
with a circle next to her body
and then add a curvy arm.

11. Add a circle to the end,
but imagine somebody has
taken a bite out of it.

12. Let’s draw her microphone.
We’ll start with two shapes:
a rectangle with a rounded end
and a circle.

13. The other end of the
microphone is made up of two
straight lines and yet another circle.

14. We’re nearly done now.
You just need to add a curly
microphone cord.

15. Finally, it’s time to colour Viv in.
She is a monster, so there are no
rules. Any colours you like. Any
patterns you like. Go crazy...
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10. Now for the other arm.
Draw two more curvy
lines as shown.
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